
Learn new words

magic wand whiskers body

tail floor grass



Winnie the Witch
Book club



What is this book about?
The book is about...



Witch, 
Winnie
 

Meet the characters!

magic wand

Cat, Wilbur
 



 What is it?      



Match the words 
eyes     whiskers     head     body     tail     legs

1

65

4

32



eyes     whiskers     head     body     tail     legs
Keys:



Match the words with the pictures
bed                grass                chair               floor            tree

1 2 3 4 5



Keys:
bed                grass                chair               floor            tree



 I can spy with my little eye something starting with ...     



Time to read the story 



Winnie the Witch 
lives in a black house 
in the forest. 
The doors and 
windows are black. 
The floors are black. 
The chairs are black. 
The bed is black. 
Even the bath is 
black. . 



Winnie lives in her black 
house with her cat, Wilbur. 
He is black too.

She lives in her black house 
with her cat, Wilbur. 
He is black too. 



When Wilbur sits on a 
chair with his eyes 

open, Winnie can see 
him. She can see his 

eyes. 

But when Wilbur goes 
to sleep and closes his 
eye, Winnie can’t see 
him. And she sits on 

him. 



But when Wilbur 
closes his eyes and 
goes to sleep, Winnie 
can’t see him!

When Wilbur sits on 
the floor, Winnie can 
see his eyes. 





One day Winnie takes 
her magic wand, waves 

it once and 
ABRACADABRA! 

Wilbur is not a black cat 
anymore. He is bright 

green! 
 



Now, when Wilbur 
sleeps on a chair, 

Winnie can see him. 

When Wilbur sleeps 
on the floor, Winnie 

can see him. 

And she can see him when he sleeps on 
the bed! Winnie doesn’t like it, she is 

angry!



           Winnie 
puts Wilbur in 
the garden.



Wilbur is green and the 
grass is green. Winnie can’t 
see him. 





      ABRACADABRA!!!
Now Wilbur has a red 
head, a yellow body, a 

pink tail, blue 
whiskers, four purple 
legs and green eyes.
Winnie can see him 

when he sits on a 
chair, on the floor, on 
the bed, everywhere!
Wilbur doesn’t like it. 

He is sad!



     Wilbur 
wants to hide.  
He climbs to 
the top of the 
tallest tree. 



     He looks very funny. 

He looks ridiculous. 
Even the birds laugh at 

him. 

     Wilbur stays 

at the top of the 
tree all day and 

all night.  

    Winnie says: 
‘Poor Wilbur!’



    Winnie has an 
idea! She waves her 

magic wand five 
times and  

ABRACADABRA! 
Wilbur is black 

again. 



    Then Winnie 
waves her wand 
again, and again, 

and again. 



    Now Winnie 

has got a yellow 
house with red 
doors.  The 
carpets are green. 
The chairs are 
white. Even the 
bath is white. 

The End



Did you like the story?
Which house do you like the best? 
Black or colourful?
Who is your favourite magician? 



Quiz time     



What is it?

1 32 4



 What is missing?



 What is missing?



 What is missing?



are his whiskers?

What colours ….?

is his tail?

is his head?

are his legs?



Quiz time     

Kahoot

https://create.kahoot.it/share/winnie-the-witch/89de58ce-fcbf-4cc2-bf04-c59a501a473e
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